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Abstract
The axion solution to the strong CP problem requires an anomalous global
U(1) symmetry. We show that the existence of such a symmetry is a natural
consequence of an extra dimension in which a gauged U(1) is spontaneously broken
on one of two branes, leaving an accidental global symmetry on the other brane.
Depending on where the standard model matter lives, the resulting axion can be
either the DFSZ or hadronic type. Gaugino-mediated supersymmetry breaking
fits comfortably in our framework. In addition, we present a model in which the
supersymmetry-breaking and Peccei-Quinn breaking scales are naturally of the
same size.
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1 Introduction
The Peccei-Quinn mechanism [1] is probably the most elegant solution to the strong CP
problem. It introduces a new global U(1)PQ symmetry, spontaneously broken at a scale fPQ.
The CP violating parameter θ in the QCD Lagrangian,
θ
g23
32π2
Gµνa G˜aµν , (1)
then becomes a dynamical degree of freedom, corresponding to the Nambu-Goldstone boson
of the broken U(1)PQ symmetry, called the axion, θ → a(x)/fPQ [2]. The U(1)PQ is anomalous
with respect to SU(3)C , and the QCD instanton effects generate a periodic potential for the
axion,
V (θ) ∼ m2πf 2π(1− cos θ). (2)
The minimum is at the CP conserving value θ = 0, therefore it solves the strong CP problem.
Astrophysics and cosmology put strong bounds on the U(1)PQ breaking scale,
109GeV <∼ fPQ <∼ 10
12GeV. (3)
The lower bound comes from the energy losses in globular-cluster stars and the supernova
SN 1987A [3], and the upper bound comes from the requirement that the axion density does
not overclose the universe [4, 5, 6]. If there is some late entropy production which dilutes the
axion density, the upper bound may be raised to ∼ 1015 GeV [7]. The bounds also depends
on the nature of the axion, which can be divided into two classes, the DFSZ axion [8] and the
hadronic (or KSVZ) axion [9]. In the DFSZ-type model, it requires two Higgs doublets and
the standard model quarks and leptons carry U(1)PQ charges, while in the hadronic axion
model, one introduces new heavy quarks which carry Peccei-Quinn charges and the ordinary
quarks and leptons are neutral under U(1)PQ. For the hadronic axion, if the axion-photon
coupling is small, (Caγγ < 0.1), there is a small window at fPQ ∼ 106 GeV which may be
allowed [10, 11].
The problem of the Peccei-Quinn mechanism is to understand why there exists such a
global symmetry. Global symmetries are argued to be broken by quantum gravity effects [12].
In fact, even without considering quantum gravity, U(1)PQ is not an exact symmetry, explic-
itly broken by the anomaly from QCD. If it is an accidental symmetry at the renormalizable
level, one expects that it will be violated by the Planck scale physics, which may be rep-
resented by the Planck scale suppressed operators. However, such explicit U(1)PQ violating
effects contribute to the axion potential and can change the minimum, therefore render the
strong CP solution unnatural. It has been shown that the higher dimensional operators have
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to be suppressed by more than M8pl in order to satisfy the neutron electric dipole moment
constraint [13, 14, 15]. There have been attempts which use additional discrete or gauge
symmetries to forbid these Peccei-Quinn violating interactions to such high orders [15, 16].
In this Letter we show that this problem may be easily solved with a gauged U(1)PQ if the
gauge fields propagate in an extra dimension. Extra dimensions provide a natural framework
for the accidental global symmetries [17, 18, 19]. If there are fields which are charged under
some gauge symmetry localized at different branes in the extra dimensions, then effectively
there will be a separate symmetry on each brane if there are no light bulk fields connecting
them. If the gauge symmetry is broken by the fields on two different branes, there will be
two (sets of) Nambu-Goldstone bosons. One linear combination is eaten by the gauge field
and becomes heavy. The other corresponds to the Nambu-Goldstone boson of the broken
accidental global symmetry. It can obtain some small mass if the accidental symmetry is
anomalous or broken by some bulk-brane interactions. However, there will be no Planck scale
physics violating the symmetry on the branes since the symmetry is gauged. The contributions
from the bulk fields will be exponentially suppressed if the bulk fields are heavier than the
inverse of the distance of the branes.
2 Models
We consider an extension of the supersymmetric (SUSY) standard model (SM) with an addi-
tional U(1)PQ gauge symmetry. All gauge fields propagate in an extra dimension. We assume
that the size of the extra dimension is larger than the 4-dimensional Planck length, but smaller
than f−1PQ. The SMmatter fields, including right-handed neutrinos, Qi, U
c
i , D
c
i , Li, E
c
i , νRi, i =
1, 2, 3, and the two Higgs doublets, HU , HD, are localized on a 3-brane (SM brane). All the
ordinary matter fields have charge +1 under U(1)PQ and the Higgs fields have charge −2
so that the Yukawa couplings are allowed. In addition, on the same brane there are U(1)PQ
charged SM singlets which are responsible for breaking the U(1)PQ symmetry. We choose them
to be P (+2) and N(−2) for simplicity. When they get nonzero vacuum expectation values
(VEVs) at the intermediate scale, they can generate the Majorana masses for the right-handed
neutrinos through the NνRiνRj interactions, and the µ-term through the non-renormalizable
interactions
1
M
P 2HU HD, (4)
where M is the fundamental Planck scale.
To cancel the anomalies of the U(1)PQ, we need to add additional fields charged under the
SM gauge group and U(1)PQ. We assume that these fields are localized on a different brane
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(hidden brane) from where the ordinary matter resides. A simple choice consists of 3 pairs
of d, d(−2), 2 pairs of ℓ, ℓ(−2) fields, which are vector-like under the SM gauge group and
transform like the SU(2)W -singlet down-type quarks and the SU(2)-doublet leptons, and 3
SM gauge singlets Xi(+4), i = 1, 2, 3.
1 We require that one of the Xi fields (denoted by X)
gets a nonzero VEV and gives large masses to the d, d and ℓ, ℓ fields through the interactions,
Xdd, Xℓℓ. The total particle content is anomaly free which can be seen easily by noticing
that U(1)PQ can be embedded into the E6 gauge group. To cancel the anomalies everywhere
there should be Chern-Simons terms in the bulk which provide the anomaly inflow from one
brane to another [21].
Assuming that there is no light U(1)PQ charged field in the bulk which interact with fields
on both branes, there is effectively one (anomalous) U(1)PQ symmetry on each brane. After
they are broken by the VEVs of the P, N and X fields on these two branes, there are two
corresponding Nambu-Goldstone bosons. One linear combination is eaten by the U(1)PQ
gauge field and becomes heavy. The other remains light and gets a small mass from the
anomaly, due to the Chern-Simons terms in the bulk. This becomes the axion which relaxes
θ to zero. There is no Planck scale physics violating U(1)PQ because it is a gauge symmetry.
If there are heavy bulk fields charged under U(1)PQ which couple to both branes, they can
contribute to the axion potential because they connect the two U(1)PQ symmetries on the
two branes. However, their effects are suppressed exponentially and can be made safe easily
if their masses are much larger than the inverse of the distance, L, of the two branes.
The axion in this model can be either the DFSZ type or the hadronic type depending on
the U(1)PQ breaking scales on the two branes. If the X VEV is larger than the VEVs of P
and N , the axion lies mostly on the SM brane, and it is the DFSZ axion. On the other hand,
if the X VEV is smaller, the axion lies in the hidden brane, it becomes the hadronic axion. It
interpolates between the two type of axions if the VEVs on the two branes are comparable.
This two-brane setup also fits well with the gaugino-mediated SUSY breaking scenario [22].
If supersymmetry is broken on the hidden brane, SUSY breaking can be transmitted to the
SM sector through the gauge fields in the bulk. It solves the supersymmetric flavor problem
by giving flavor-universal contributions to the superpartners of the SM quarks and leptons.
The coincidence of the SUSY breaking scale and the Peccei-Quinn breaking scale also hints at
the tantalizing possibility that these two breaking scales are correlated. In the following we
describe two models which give rise to a a hadronic axion and the DFSZ axion respectively.
1This choice is not unique. Discussion of finding anomaly-free combinations can be found in Refs. [20].
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2.1 A hadronic axion model
We assume that SUSY breaking occurs on the hidden brane which contains the d, d, ℓ, ℓ,
and the X fields, so these fields and the bulk gauge fields can couple directly to the SUSY-
breaking field and obtain SUSY-breaking masses of the order of the weak scale. The ordinary
squarks and sleptons receive SUSY-breaking masses from the running contributions of the
gaugino masses below the scale L−1. These contributions are positive and comparable to the
gaugino masses due to the large logarithm enhancement. The U(1)PQ gauge symmetry can
be broken on the SM brane if P and N fields have negative squared masses. This happens
if the coupling between the U(1)PQ gauge field and the SUSY-breaking field is suppressed
so that the U(1)PQ SUSY-breaking gaugino mass is vanishingly small. Then, the dominant
contributions to the SUSY-breaking masses of the SM singlets on the SM brane (P, N, νR)
are the two-loop running contributions of the soft masses of the hidden brane fields, and the
anomaly-mediated contribution [23]. These contributions to the squared masses of the scalars
are negative. The fields P , N can then get large VEVs to break U(1)PQ. The right-handed
sneutrinos are prevented from getting VEVS due to the interactions NνRiνRj .
The VEVs of the P , N fields can be stabilized by the non-renormalizable interactions,2
λ
M
P 2N2, (5)
and will be of the order
v ∼
√
mP˜M
λ
∼ 10
9GeV√
λ
, (6)
where mP˜ is the size of the soft scalar SUSY-breaking mass of the P field, and is expected to
be O(1 GeV), and M is the fundamental Planck scale which is close to but somewhat smaller
than the effective four-dimensional Planck scale 2.4 × 1018 GeV because of the existence of
extra dimensions larger than the fundamental length scale. We assume that the coupling λ
is small (λ < 10−2, v > 1010 GeV) so that the µ-term of the Higgs superpotential can be
generated by the operator
λ′
M
P 2HU HD. (7)
On the hidden brane the Peccei-Quinn symmetry can be broken radiatively. The interac-
tions
κdX dd, κℓX ℓ ℓ, (8)
2 The mass term PN may be forbidden by a parity under which P changes sign. Alternatively, we can
assign P with a different charge and cancel the anomaly with fields on the hidden brane. For P field of
charge +2p, (p > 2), The VEVs can be stabilized by the superpotential P Np /Mp−2 and the µ-term can be
generated by P Np−2HU HD /M
p−2. The SM brane sector then resembles the model of Ref. [24].
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can drive the SUSY-breaking squared mass of the X scalar, m2
X˜
to negative in running down
to low energies if κd, κℓ are big enough. Including radiative corrections, the size of the X VEV
will be stabilized at the scale where m2
X˜
changes sign [25], which depends on the couplings
κd, κℓ and the soft masses of the X, d, d, ℓ, ℓ fields. If the VEV of the X field, vX , is smaller
than the VEVs of the P , N fields, U(1)PQ gauge symmetry is mostly broken by the P , N
VEVs. The X VEV then breaks the left over accidental global Peccei-Quinn symmetry on
the hidden brane and hence fPQ ≈ vX . The resulting axion is of the hadronic type and lies
mostly in the X field. The axion-photon coupling [26]
Caγγ =
EPQ
NPQ
− 1.92± 0.08, (9)
is small in this model because the ratio of the electromagnetic and the color anomalies of
Peccei-Quinn symmetry in the hidden sector, EPQ/NPQ, is 2. Therefore, this model is viable
if vX lies in the hadronic axion window ∼ 106 GeV or in the conventional range 109 − 1012
GeV (with vX < v).
If vX is larger than
√
mP˜M/λ, then the N field will get a VEV of the order of vX while
the P field will be prevented from getting a VEV due to the U(1)PQ D-term interactions.
In this case, the axion will be a comparable mixture of the X and N fields with fPQ ∼ vX .
However, we will need some other way to generate the µ-term because 〈P 〉 = 0.
2.2 A DFSZ axion model with correlated SUSY and Peccei-Quinn
breaking scales
Now we include an explicit model of supersymmetry breaking using the shining method [27].
This can be accomplished by adding a pair of uncharged chiral superfields Φ,Φc with mass m
to the bulk. In the language of four-dimensional N = 1 superspace, the superpotential now
contains
Φc(x5) (∂5 +m) Φ(x5). (10)
Adding the source −JΦcδ(x5) on the hidden brane (at x5 = 0) and a coupling SΦδ(x5 − L)
to a field S on the SM brane (at x5 = L) gives the following F -term equations:
− F ∗φc = (∂5 +m)φ− Jδ(x5),
−F ∗φ = (−∂5 +m)φc + Sδ(x5 − L),
−F ∗S = φ(x5 = L). (11)
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The first and third lines cannot be made to vanish simultaneously. The first line vanishes if
φ =
Je−mx5
1− e−2mL , (12)
where we have assumed a compactification length of 2L. The above gives FS ∼ Je−mL and
thus supersymmetry is broken [27].
The gauged U(1)PQ symmetry is assumed to be broken on the hidden brane at a high scale
(>
√
FS). We need to introduce an additional pair of X4(+4), X(−4) fields on the hidden
brane so that there is a D-flat direction where X, X can get large VEVs. The gauge U(1)PQ
breaking can occur radiatively as described in the previous scenario, or by the superpotential
interaction,
Z(XX − v2X). (13)
This breaking will add D-term contributions to soft masses if the soft masses m2
X˜
and m2˜¯X
are not equal. The matter contributions will be universal, and are positive if m2
X˜
< m2˜¯X (with
negative contributions to Higgs soft masses).
To break the remaining anomalous global U(1)PQ symmetry on the SM brane, we add a
singlet T to the SM brane with superpotential couplings
T (PN − kΦc). (14)
We see that FT = 0 requires (assuming approximately equal soft masses)
P ∼ N ∼
√
k e−mL/2. (15)
If all couplings are of order unity in units of the fundamental Planck scale, a compactification
length of mL ∼ 32 gives a supersymmetry-breaking and the global U(1)PQ-breaking scale of
a few times 1010 GeV3. A right-handed neutrino mass will be generated at the same scale,
and a µ term of the correct size will be produced by the operator in equation (4).
In this simple model supersymmetry is broken on the SM brane. The scalar superpartners
of the SM fermions can receive soft masses via the contact terms which can be flavor violating.
Models with SUSY breaking on the hidden brane so that gaugino-mediation is responsible for
scalar masses can also be constructed by including shining in both directions with sources on
both the SM brane and the hidden brane [28].
3Bounds on operators which explicitly violate the global U(1)PQ require any charged bulk field to have a
mass mc such that mcL
>∼ 130, or mc>∼ 4m [13].
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3 Discussion and Conclusions
A nice feature of the models discussed in the previous sections is that R parity is automatically
conserved. The U(1)PQ gauge symmetry is broken only by fields with even charges, while all
the ordinary matter superfields Qi, U
c
i , D
c
i , Li, E
c
i , νRi have charge +1. A Z2 matter parity,
equivalent to the R parity, is left unbroken, so the R parity conservation is an automatic
consequence of the U(1)PQ gauge symmetry.
There are several dark matter candidates in these type of the theories. Axions with fPQ ∼
1012 GeV have been known as a popular cold dark matter candidate [4]. The hadronic axion
in the hadronic axion window, fPQ ∼ 106 GeV, can serve as a hot dark matter component [11].
The superpartner of the axion, the axino, is also a good cold dark matter candidate if it is
the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) [29], and it can relax the bounds on the ordinary
superpartner masses from the constraint Ωχh
2 < 1 in the neutralino (χ0) LSP scenario.
Finally, the superheavy fields d, d, ℓ, ℓ may also be the dark matter [30].
The low energy theory is simply the supersymmetric standard model (SSM) with one or
more SM singlet fields which contain the axion. Their couplings to the SSM fields are highly
suppressed by the intermediate scale fPQ, so they are difficult to produce at the colliders.
However, if the axino is the LSP, the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle will decay to
the axino. Although the average proper decay length is likely much larger than a typical
collider detector, with a large sample of SUSY events the decay will occasionally happen in
the detector, giving rise to a spectacular signal [31]. In addition, if the lightest ordinary
superpartner is a charged slepton, as can happen in the gaugino mediation models [22], the
slowly moving long-lived charged sleptons will produce highly ionizing tracks which will easily
be discovered [32].
In conclusion, we have shown that an accidental Peccei-Quinn global symmetry can arise
naturally in a theory with gauge fields propagating in an extra dimension. The resulting axion
from the broken accidental Peccei-Quinn symmetry only receives its mass from the anomaly,
but not from any Planck scale physics providing there are no other U(1)PQ charged bulk fields
communicating between the two branes. Therefore it provides a viable solution to the strong
CP problem. The similar setup can also be used to generate other possible global symmetries
and pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons. For example, the quintessence field which explains the
dark energy in the universe could be the ultra-light pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson from a
broken accidental global symmetry in theories with extra dimensions [33, 34].
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